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iirrRorucTioN
Ratlonale.—Hea1th programs involve four basic areas*
school health services, healthful school environment, health
Instinictlon, and physical and recreational education. Programs
designed to prepare teachers in the area of health should pro¬
vide experiences, at the college level, idiich vill contribute
to development of competency in these broad areas.
To achieve competency in health services, healthful
school environment and health instruction, the college should
provide opportunities for students to have experiences which
will develop knowledge, skills and concomitant habits, atti¬
tudes, and ideals necessary to meet present and probable future
health needs of children and youth. Health experiences in the
elementary and secondary schools are provided in two ways; in
conjunction with other subject-matter fields, and through
separate courses in health. In either instance, these ex¬
periences are centered around health problems of the individual
and society, and should be presented in situations which are
meaningful to pupils.
The physical and recreational program should consist of
those courses and activities which are designed to help meet
the physical and recreational needs of children and youth. The
1
2
comprehensiTe goals of the program should emphasize the mentaly
emotional, and social aspects of living, as well as the j^hyslcal
developmental aspects necessarj for a happy and productive life.
Immediate goals of the program should emphasize the development
of agility, strength, skill and endurance* ^hese are attained
throu^ participation in physical activities that will lead to
the development of strong, well-poised, organically sound bodies;
throu^ participation in a variety of physical activities,
and throu^ experiences designed to develop knowledge, under¬
standing, habits, attitudes and ideals necessary to maintain
ph3rsical and mental health.
The basic approach to provide all teachers with the back¬
ground of understanding and appreciation of a total school
health program is the program as it actually operates in an
institution of higher education. Unfortunately, many insti¬
tutions of higher education operate their school-health pro¬
grams from the viewpoint of health services; however, en¬
vironment, health Instruction, and the program of physical
and recreational education are also intimate aspects of the
total program of health. Prospective teachers, and other stu¬
dents, should have opportunities to learn about a health pro¬
gram which is especially designed to provide them with educative
experiences in all aspects of a total health program; this
means guidance and other services, a healthful college environ¬
ment, an adequate program of physical education and recreation,
and^he^lth education of the kind identified above* Colleges
3
should, therefore, look at their total health program in these
terms, and go beyond the provision of health services toward
the position taken and identified in the above items.
Evolution of the Problem.--This problem evolved from
reading and class discussions of the November 1955* Survey of
1
Health Programs at Colleges in the United States in a Univer¬
sity Summer Health Class for Teachers. The results of this sur¬
vey showed that far too many teachers are poorly prepared
for their role. This writer became interested in this report
and wondered what the Negro colleges were doing in preparing
prospective teachers in the area of health.
Investigating this problem further, the writer discovered
that the Negro College Health Committee in their annual reports
2
which were published in the Journal of Negro Education set up
criteria for the evaluation of College Health Programs in
3
Negro colleges. The reports from the Jackson's Mill Conference
set up criteria for the evaluation of college and university
health programs in the United States. This writer was unable
1
United States Office of Education, Survey of Health Pr^
grama at Colleges in the United States. (Washington: O'. S. Print¬
ing Office, 195^), pp. 1-lih.
2
Negro College Health Committee, Journal of Negro Education.
(Washington, D. C., Howard University Press, Summer, 19U1), Vol,
IV, pp. 39-U3.
\eports of the National Conference on Undergraduate Pro¬
fessional Preparation 'in Health Education, f^hyslcal Educatlon~
and Recreation. (Jackson's Mill, Weston, West Virginia^, Chi¬
cago: Athletic Institute, 19h8, pp. l-hO.
h
to find recent information ascertaining the degree to which
Negro colleges, that train teachers, met the critezda set up
bj these health groups.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge and Practice.--The
information and data gathered and Interpreted in this stu<^
will be of value to those interested in improving college health
programs for teachers of Health, Physical Education and Recre¬
ation.
The stuGly will provide historical information showing the
degree to which Negro colleges have adopted their programs of
Health, Physical Education and Recreation to meet changing
needs.
The findings may also serve to point out strengths and
weaknesses in Negro college health programs.
Statement of the Problem.—The problem of this stu^
was to ascertain the present status of college programs for
the training of Negro teachers of Health, Physical Education
and Recreation.
Definition of Terms.—For the purpose of clarity, cer¬
tain terms used in this stucty have been defined as follows t
1. "Health" is a state of ccmiplete physical, mental
and social well-being, and not merely the absence
of disease or infirmity. 1
2. "Health education" or "health instruction" is the
translation of what is known about health into
desirable individual and community behavior patterns
1
World Health Organisation, Report of the Committee on
Terminology in School Health Education. (New York: Columbia
University Press, 19$1^, p. 1.
5
by means of the educational process.
3. "Physical education" is education by means of physical
activities. It is concerned with the big-muscle
activities and related factors which influence the
development of the child and the physical and social
efficiency of the adult.
U. "Recreation" is a major force in developing social
well-being. It is an essential process molding
individual personalities and creating abundant
community living.^
5. "School health services" are the school procedures
which are established to appraise the health status
of pupils and school personnel; counsel pupils^
parents, and other persons involved, concerning
appraisal findings; encourage the correction of
remedial defects; help plan for the health care
and education of handicapped children; help
prevent and control disease; provide emergency care
for the sick and injured,
6. "Healthful school environment" include "provision
of a safe and healthful environment, the organiza¬
tion of a healthful day, and the establishment of
interpersonal relationships favorable to emotional,
social, and physical health,"^
limitation of the Study.—This stu<^y was confined to
the Negro college in the United States that train teachers.
Locale and Period of Study.—^The research procedures in¬
cident to this 8tud|y were conducted from Atlanta University,
Atlanta, Georgia, during the summer of the 1959 school year.
Purpose of the Study,—The major purpose of this stu^y
1
American Association for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, "Report of the Cojmnittee on Terminology in School
Health Education," Journal of the American Association for
Health. Physical Education and Recreation. (Washingtont Associ-




is to ascertain the extent to which the college programs for
training Negro teachers of Health, FhTslcal Education and
Recreation conform to acceptable criteria for the evaluation
of such college programs as to:
1. Philosophy and objectives
2. Preparation of the faculty
3. Teaching load
U* Student personnel services
5. library holdings
6. Provisions for professional laboratory experiences
7. Instructional patterns
8. Physical facilities
Method of Research.—The Descriptive-Survey method of
research, employing the techniques of the questionnaire, was
used to gather the necessary data for the completion of this
study.
Subjects and Instrument.--The subjects in this study wese
the Negro colleges in the United States that train teachers.
The Instrument which was used to gather the data for
this research was a specifically designed questionnaire based
on certain criteria set up by the American Association for
Health, Physical Education and Recreation, and the Negro Col¬
lege Health Coimnittee. Ihls questionnaire was designed and
validated under the direction of the advisory staff members
of the School of Education, Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia.
Procedure.—The procedural steps used in the conduct of
7
this stu(^ were as follows:
1. A review and summation of the related literature
pertinent to this research and its presentation in
this final thesis copy.
2. A specifically designed questionnaire was constructed
and validated under the supervision of members of
the advisory thesis committee, faculty. School of
Education, Atlanta University, and sent to the subjects»
3. The questionnaires were tabulated and responses classi¬
fied according to the problem and purposes of this
study.
U. The data derived from the questionnaires was organized
into appropriate tables and treated statistically.
5. The findings, conclusions, implications and recom¬
mendations derived fraa. the analysis and interpre¬
tation of the data constitute the content of this
thesis copy.
Related Literature.—^The review of the literature perti¬
nent to the evaluation of college programs for the training of
perspective teachers of Health, Physical Education and Recreation
was considered from the standpoint of the purposes set forth in
this study. If colleges are to make the greatest contribution
to the health and welfare of society, they must formulate and
apply health programs consonant with the best thou^t and
practice in the field.
Historically, the Greeks and the I^oraans were the first
to give Physical Education an important place. It formed a
major part of their educational program, and its utilitarian
value in times of war was beyond question. Many of the present
philosophical ideas controlling our modem programs date back to this
Sally L. Jean, Health Education, Some Factors In its
Development. (Michigan: University Press, 1956), p, It,
I
Ihroogb. the early, eighties, and nineties a child-stac^ stove*
nent was inaugurated aiaong .edueators». with. the. qrstematie stu<^ of
plysical needs as part of. the program*. Since the twenties and early
thirties no program of education or health, haa been considered
sound unless it first seeks to understand the needs, of the. individuals
being, tau^tj and then attenqpts to meet these needs through psycho*
1
logically sound methods and authentic information*
The-teaching, of .physiology. .and hygiene,was made mandatory in
many states around 1880» on the wave of a powerful propaganda move*
ment sponsored by the Teo^rance interests* %e basic purpose of
the legLslatioa waa to require instruction on the effects of alcohol
and narcotics, but most of the laws were so worded that this instruction
became, a part of a broader teaching program*. School textbooks of
2
this period reflect this movement*
Ihysieal education was another development of loajor significance
which began, between. 1880 and 1890* The early programs stressed
calithenics to help counteract the effects of sedentary life and to
jderolop physical efficiency*
Neilson salds
The program in America has been affected by foreign
programs of physical education. Beck, FoUen and Lieber
came over from Germaty and introduced "Gennan.gymnastics*;
Nisson and Posse brought with them the Ling system of Sweden;
1 ^ ^
Puth Grout, He^th Teaching .In. Schools,. XPhtlariAlph^«» W. B*
Saunders Conpany, 1^^8), p* 12.
2
Jean, op. cit., p. 6.
-9
esthetic danclngji g^rmnastlcs^ physlcalL culture* harmonic
gymnastics and djmaiBie breathing all .tried for a place*
It beg^ in the universities and Jnnded in the eleinentar7
schools*^
Bj 1910* legislation for the inclusion...Qf, instruction in phjsical
education had become iiids spread*. Kany state laws specified the
teaching, of. health, habits with the physical education progzem*
Other programs initiated during tiie. period that helped to
further the scope of school health programs were the school lunch
program* safety education and programs dealing with emotional health
2
needs*
In 1937 the American Physical Education Association became a
department of the National Education Association under the name
of the American Association for Health* Physical Education and
Hecreatlon. This group has taken, an increasing interest in health
education* The membership of thl8.associationJhas expanded so
that today it includes nuraesrous professional groups concerned with
3
health and physical fitness*
One of the earliest movements to inprove Negro college health
programs was begun on January 21* . 1935- when the National Student
Health Association was formed by Franklin. Q* Nichols* then field
1
N* P* Neilson and liHLnifred Hagen*-Pl:gr8ieal Edueatlon For
Schools,. (Philadelphiat A* S* Barnes C<Mjpany, 1953)* P* l3«
2
Grout* op* cit*, p* 33*
Neilson* op* cit., p* 37*
agent of the National Tuberculosis Association*. Throu^ annual
grants of six hundred dollars from the National Tuberculosis
Association, the first year three hundred dollars, vas given,, and
for several years thereafter from the American Social Hygiene
Association in addition, the.National Student .Health Association
became the most influential organization, in America in Negro college
health programa*. The official .bulletin of the association. The
College Health Revieg was published and distributed to all the
college presidents and individuals.Jn..health.Hork. in Negro colleges*
Dr* Paul 6* Comely, became Executive Director of the AssociaiiQn
in the year 1937*‘1933* He visited 25 Negro colleges with a total
enrollment of twelve thousand students* The .presidents of the
colleges visited were sent a complete reposrt with recommendations
for inyirovements* ^ 19U8 a majority of the Negro colleges had
been carefully inspected through personal visitations by Association
1
personnel and consultation with their health personnel*
In many places, state and regional.college. Jiealth conferences
were ox^anized and held with the cooperation of the Executive
Director* Eventually the National. Student Health Association or¬
ganized stats college health.units and appointed from its member¬
ship state directors idiose dutyJLt was to organize state efforts,
visit colleges in. their jurisdiction,.,organize state wide meetings,
and prex>am annual reports which were read at the national meetings*
i "
Paul B* Comely, M«D*, "Development of Student Health Programs
in Negro Colleges and the National Health Association," CoU.ege
Health Review, (Washington; D*. C*| Nov*-Dec*, 19U8), Tol* 13, pp* 1-8*
11
Thei national Taberculosls Association and the American Social
Hygiene Association contributed ten thousand three, hundred dollars
to college health programs through this oxganlzatlon^ No considera¬
tion of Negro college, health programs would be. complete without
taking Into account the vast Influence exercised by the National
1
Student.HealthJUssociation.and Its ExecutlTe Directors•
Kiehael J« Bent and Paul Jessen, made a five year study of
grade schools, in the state of Tennessee, (1937) • The primaxy objec¬
tive of this ccanmlttee was to evolve a satisfactory course of study
In health education to be taught, the teachers in training at colleges
In Tennessee* The purpose was to devise the most effective means
and methods of inproving personal.and.cofflDiunlty.. hygiene among Negroes*
It was due to the untiling efforts of Dr* Paul Bl Ck>mely of
Howard University assisted by the National Tuberculosis Association
that the First Heglonal Conference for health wozkera In colleges
for Ne^oes was organized at Atlanta, Georgia, April 1939*
The facts at this conference, revealed that although modem
science placed health lirst as. a prerequisite to educational pro¬
ficiency and social well-being, health programs In Neg^ Colleges
were most Inadequate* The money spent and the facilities provided
Clarence W* Davis, "Health Education Programs In Negro Colleges
and Universities,", pie Joara^ of Negro Education. (Washington, D. Ca
Howard University, Suimner 1$U9), Vol* iyilI, 'No*" 3, P* U09*
2
Hichael J* Bent and Paul Jessen, ' Outline of Syllabus for the
Teachir^ of Health Education in the Grade Schools of Tennessee,^'
(Nashville, 19U2)*
clearljr lndloated health, had not risen to the paraiaoont position
1
that medical, science and thoaghtfol..edacators agreed it should*
Sr* Comely said in hia.jceport>
It seems to us -tiiat students enrolled in. Negro colleges
could profitably make use of a health, program embodying
educational^ administrative and personal supervisory hygiene*
An effective beginning could be made In. that direction If
our colleges and universities would take stock of thAir pro**
grams, define their objectives and coordinate their present
activities*2
A second conference was hell InApril 19U0 at Nashville, Tennessee
The reports showed an Increasing,Interest In health services for Negro
college, students* !ihe organisatlonjQf. the. Ne^ro College Health Ccmi*
mlttee and Its woidc has been responsible for the tremendous progress
in Negro college health programs*.. .%ey ware aided by philanthropists
and philanthropic organisations which subsidized the Inadequate facili¬
ties for the education of Negm teachers and youth in .the South*. They
also provided money for studies and .research on Neg^ health problems*
Credit most be given to the National Tuberculosis Association, Jeans-
Slater Fund, The ^senwald Fund, The Bockefeller Foundation and nie
General Education Board of the American.Usslonary Society, which
3
are a few of the. major contributors*
World War H was responsible for. an acceleration of college
1
Jennie L* Pouglass,. The Status of Hygiene Teachers Teaching In.
Colleges for Negroes. Unpublished Thesis, Michigan University,
P. 5*
2
Paul B. Comely, "Health Education Programs Id Negro Colleges,"
The Journal of Negro Education,. (Washington: Howard Universitv*
p. Slf.
3
Journal of Negro Education, Summer, 19Ul, p* 1*
health programs. leaders in our country, deeply concerned
about the physical stamina and the emotional stability of youth
sought measures for inqproirement. The iii^>act of postwar problems
in colleges led to formation of a planning, committee for a third
conference on health in. coUegea*. This conference. The Third
national Conference On Health. In.Colleges was held at Hotel New
Yorker in New York in Maj 19U7* Tho delegates were from idilte and
Negro colleges*. Its recamsendationa were responsible for increased
legislation for funds to iB^ronre or build dormitories, gymnasiums
and other health facilities at colleges and unirorslties in the
1
United States*
Renewed and expanded efforts to improve and promote total
fitness of youth, were launched, in.June. 2SI5t6 at. a National Conference
on Fitness of American Youth*. This conference called by President
Elsenhower, was attencted by leaders in education, medicine, busi¬
ness and civic life* Primary enphasls was given to peace time fit¬
ness problems of schoc^-age youth* Following the Conference, two
new bodies were created, a cabinet-level President's Council on
Youth Fitness and a President's Citizens. Advisory Committee* In
turn, the Amerlean Association.for Nealth,..Physical Education and
Recreation is assuming active leadership, inhelping schools work
toward greater youth fitness through .programs of health education,
2
physical education and recreation*
Report of the Third National. Conference on Health In Colleges,
A Health Program for Collegea» (New York: National Tuberculosis Assocla-
tion, 19liB), p* ll*
2
American Association for Health,. Physical Education and Recreation,
Fit To Teach, (Washington:. Association Press, 1957)» P*
Over 'Uie jears^ nuneroaa recoromendatioosL Jiave been made r«>
gardizigJiealtli programs, for prospective and In-aervlce teachers
of health, physical education and recreatlon*^ It takes health to
make democracy succeed both. as. a fom of government and as a way of
life* It Is recognized that our society may well live or die depending
upon tile physical, intellectual,, emotional, moral, and social health
of Its young people*
Many of the qualities, called, for In democratic
living are associated with health*. An emotionally
healthy person has a profound sense, of personal worth
combined with a lively sense of responsibility toward
others* Without wholesome respect for the Individual
and the ability to plan, and work with others for the
common good, democratic human relations would be Im¬
possible* A mentally healthy person, uses zeason as a
guide In acting*. Without the steadying hand of reason
to oppose the shifting waves of impulse, a democratic
ship of state would quickly flounder. And no nation
could long survive without a substantial piK^ortlon of
physically healthy young people capable of sharing in
the piroductlve life of their conmunltles. and, if need
be, coming.to the defense of their countxy*^
Qab^elsen, iteredlth and.Nyswander states ^Health, physical
education and recreation properly organized and conducted, have a
great contribution to make*. Not only as regards motor skills but also
in relation to social skills.. Among desirable attitudes adults may be
helped to acquire are appreciation of skill .ae a .means of contributing
o
to group action.*
'Sfetrqpolltan life tosurance Oanpany, Teaching Health In A
Democracy,^ Health Bulletin, (New lorki Scho^ Heal^ Bureau, Nov*,1^51)»
2
M. A* Gabrielsen, W. F* Meredltii, Dorothy Nyswander, "Concepts
Attitudes to be Developed,.* FlMt Itecreatlon Yearbook 1951,^ P* U60.
Developing Democratic Human delations .(Washington, 1951)*
p*l<
1$
Becreation Is a comnon heritage of all people though it may
take different foxns. It benefits not only the individual but the
vhole eonmunity* If the people are physically strong^ mentally
ale3rt> and socially adjusted, the entire community will reflect the
1
health and happiness of its citizens*
In stating his views on the place of jrecreatlon in the life of
an individual, Butler sayst
The iii;>ortance of recmation to the individual is recognized
through the many benefits that are possible when an Individual
leads a balanced, well-rounded life* Life would not be ccm^lete
2
without recreation along with work, rest, love and worship*
s a
The studies of Ifyatt and English of the recreational and
leisure time needs of Negro youth in their geographical az^as show
that recreational facilities are lacking and the needs of Negro
youth many.
1
George B* Butler, Intro^ction To Cjoimminity Becreation, (New
York, 1950), Bevised Ed*', p* lO*
•a
•^Rosaline EUa l^tt, "A Stuc^ of the Recreational Facilities
and Leisure Time Needs of Negro Youth in Salisbury, North Carolina**
Unpublished Master of Arts Thesis, School of Social Work, Atlanta
University, 19l;8*
U
Mary Agnes English, "Recreational Needs and Interests of One-
Hundred and Twenty-Five Students in Charlton-PoUard High School,
Beaumont, Texas." Unpublished Master of Arts Thesis, School of Social
Work, Atl^ta University, 1950*
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1
Tha first study of any si^^flcance on Negro college health
programs was published, ia.1.936 by Dr*. Paul E. Cornely of Howard
UniversityThis stu^y showed clearly the appallii^ lack of ad-
2
heirence to standards in this important field*. Again in 19Ul« he
pointed out certain glaring lacks in health services and health
education in Negro colleges*
3
Johnson, at the time of his stu^y in 19li2 was able to find
only ei^t Negro colleges which, had swimming pools for their stu¬
dents*
A stuc^y Mumford of twenty-five Negro colleges disclosed
among these colleges the following, facts with reference to their
physical education program and facilities t
Twenty-five per cent of the colleges did not have gymnasiums«
and an additional forty per cent hardly met acceptable standards*
Eighty-four per cent had no adequate safety education program*
Full time physicians were enployed in only sixteen per cent*
Ninety per cent had no provisions tor gymnasium uniforms* towels* or
laundry service* Although adequate supplies for IntergoUegiate
1
Patti £* Comely* "Administration of Health Education and Health
Supervision in Negro Colleges** American Journal of Public Health*
(Washington* D* C** Sept*. 1936)* Vol* 26* p* 1+96*
2
Paul B* Comely* "The Status of Student Health Programs in
Negro Colleges* 1938-1939*" Research Quarterly* (Washington* D* C**
Mamh* 19U0)* Vol* 12* p* 20*
3
'^Thomas F* Johnson* "Swinming. In Negro Colleges and Universities**
Journal of Health and Physical Education and Recreation* (Washinertont
a'.
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athletics were available, substaadard facilities for Intennural
1
athletics vas the rale,
Davis drew the following .conclusions, frcua his stud^ made In
19U9 of fifty colleges t
Althou^ some steps have been made in the direction
of lB;>3rovlng Negro college health programs in the integral
19UO-19U9, too many weaknesses still exist* Few colleges
have been able to meet the needs of their students by
providing an enriched currlculum..in health, course offer¬
ings; facilities for physical education and health services
are Inadequate* Ihls la due to the Inability of Negro .
colleges to secure sufficient fujKls.for their programs*^
The national Interest InJTuture space travel by man has again
given acceleration to college health programs* The National Con¬
ference for Cooperation in health Education and the Jackson* S Kill
3
Conference made the following recommendations concerning college
programs for teachers of health, physical education and recreation:
Standard X* The program for the training of teachers In the
area of health education should be an Integral part. of. the total
program of teacher education. In a college* The general tone of the
Institution, as manifested In its administrative. Instructional,
and student. Ufa.pzvLctleesshould. Identify It clearly as .an appropriate
1
Arnett W* Kunford, *ihe Present Status of Healldi and I^yslcal
Education Programs In Negro Senior Colleges,* The Pesearch Quarterly,
(Washington, D. C., Oct. 191*8), Vol* 19, p. 125^: ^
2
Davis, op. clt., p* hl7*
3
National Conference on Undergraduate Preparation in Health,
Education, physical Education, and Hecreatlon, Jackson* s Hill, Weston,
West Virginia, (Chicago, Illinois: Athletic, Inc.), 19U8, pp. 1-UO.
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institution for teacher education^ and a prograa of health educa-
tiony physical, education- and recreation*
Standard II*. The faculty mendbera participating in a college
approved teacher education program should have scholarly pursuits
and conq;>etency in their specialized fields*
Standard III* The teaching loads should be CQSQ>arable to those
of. staff members in other areas of the teacher education progz«m,
consistent with reputable practices and the standards of the state
and regional accrediting associations*
Standax^l 17* The program should include a centralized infonnatlon>
gathering procedure^ draHn Arom a vide ranga.of. faculty resources*
Special counseling services should be available to assist students
in appraisal of potentialities» diagnosis, of needs and referral
for remedial services*
Standard T* It is assumed that a college vhleh has been
approved by the state euid regional, accrediting association has met
the general.reqi4Jtrements. for a library*. However, teacher education
programs, should go.beyond the minimum requirements*
Standard TI* An approved program of college health makes
arrangements vherel^ college students may observe, teach and share
in the various activities and responsibilities commonly experienced
by teachers in the area of specialization* Caopus operated schools,
off-campus schools, and non-school agencies may provide facilities
for the various phases of the program* There should be evidence of
conplete cooperation, between the teacher education program and the
cooperating school or agency in all.matters having to do with the
program, taking into consideration on-the-job professional esperienees
19
to be proTided.
Standard VII. Each institution accepting teacher edu¬
cation as a major purpose must have the authority and respon¬
sibility to develop its own program, taking into consideration
faculty preparation, facilities, the needs of its students, the
needs of the state and community, and the general nature of
the institution.
Standard VIII. School surroimdings should be benefi¬
cial to learning and to the general welfare of youth. They
should provide the best there is for safe, comfortable and
healthful living.
CHAPTER II
PRESENTATION, ANALTSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
General Description and Treatment of Data.—The data obtaiMd
from the administration of the questionnaires inrolTed thirtj-feor
colleges. The data are presented in tabular and textual form, in the
pages uhich foUoir. The information sou^t was in terms of the pur¬
poses of the studF, *ud the data derived from the questionnaires are
presented in the sequence in which it appeared in the questionnaire.
A total of thirty-foUr of the sixty three colleges listed as attended
pred^mdnantly by Negroes in the 1951*1952 Education Id.reetory, Higher
1
Education Part III, comprising fifty-four per cent of these colleges,
constitute th» universe sampled. Questionnaires were mailed to sixty-
three colleges and universities, both state and private, which might
have engaged in teacher training in the areas of health, physical
education and recreation. Only one questionnaire was returzMd with
the indication that the college had discontinued its program (services)
in the area.
Positions of the ResponAints to the Questionnaires. Table I
presents data conoezuiing the positions of persons answering the
questionnaires. Twenty, or fifty-nine per cent wezm directors or
heads of Health, Physical Education and Recreation Departments.
Professors of physical education answered sixteen per cent of the
1
Theresa Wilkins, Education Directory, Higher Education, Part III,




POSITIONS OF BESPONIENTS TO THE QUESTIONNAIRES FROM
THIRTI-FOUR NEGRO COI2EGES INCIHIED IN THIS STUIH
Positions In CoUeeo
Number Of
Responses . Cent Kale
Sex
Female
Dlrsetors or Heads of
Healthy Physical Eda-
eation. Recreation
Oepartnents 20 $9 20
Professors of Physical
Edncation 6 18 6 mm
Professors of Health Eda-
cation k 12 3 1
Academic Deans of
Colleges 2 6 2 -
Chairman of Edu¬
cation and
Psychology 1 3 1
Dean of Men 1 3 1
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questionnaires} and tvelre per eent were answered bj professors of
Health Education. The other elewen per cent of questionnaires were
answered bj academic deans, a chairman of Education and P8ycholog7
and a Bean of Men. Thirty two nsndbers of the respondents were male]
two females.
The questionnaires answered by the academic deans, and the
Chairmen of Education and Psychology indicated that the colleges
did not hare deparfanents of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
The questionnaire answered by the Bean of Men, was done daring the
absence of the Birector of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
The data seemed to indicate that Health, Physical Education and
Recreation actlTities were placed under one adainistratire head,
usually mala.
The majority of the colleges responding to the questionnaires
were located in the Southern part of the United States. They were
scattered ower a large part of the area, thereby presenting a broad
study of programs of health, physical education and recreation, in
▼arious sections of the South. '
Enrollment at the Colleges Included In This Study.—Table 2\
presents data concerning the enrollments at the institutions included
in this study. The enrollments ranged from a student population of
fiwe thousand to ninety-nine. Elewen, or thirty two per eent had
enrollments from four hundred to six hundred ninety-nine. The
enrollments of these colleges closely approximate the distributions
of enrollment proportions for Negro colleges as listed in the
Education Birectory, ffi.gher Education, Part III.
I ^
Ibid., pp. non, seq. as listed.
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TABLE r
ENROUMEHT AT THIKTI-FOUR NEGRO COZIEGES
INCmiED IN THIS STHUr
EnroUnent Number of Schools Per Cent
I49OO 5199 1 3
1*899 > -
1*300 • 1*599 -
1*000 -> 1*299 • >
3700 - 3999 > •>
31*00 - 3699 1 3
3100 • 3399 1 3
2800 - 3099 • •
2500 2799 1 3
2200 > 21*99 0 m
1900 • 2199 1 3
1600 • 1899 • •
1300 • 1599 1 3
1000 • 1299 1* 12
TOO • 999 6 18
1*00 - 699 11 32
0 • ,399 5 15
Mo Figure Given 2 6
Total 3U
2U
Philoso;^ and Objeetlres of the Healths Physical Edaeatlon and
Reereatloa Departments of Colleges Included In the Studbr>—Table 3
Usta the phlloaophlea and ohjectlTes of the programs for Health,
Physical Sdaeatlon and Recreation as reported by the respondents.
Ninety-four per cent of the respondents indicated that the promo¬
tion and maintenance of atudent health, physically, mentaliy and socially
vas a major objeotise of the department of Health, Physical Edaoatioa
and Recreation, Eighty-eight per cent of the respondents indicated that
the philosophy of the department was Inferred in the philosophy of
the institution ast edaeation for effectlTe citisenshipi and concern ,
for the total well being of the individual and group. Sixty-four
per cent of the respondents listed provisions for teachers, that will
enable them to understand school health programs in modem education
as a major objective.
The data indicated that emphasis seemed to be on health edu-
education rather than on physical education anchor recreation. Few
of the departments have written philosophies but they had objeetlves.
The specific objectives varied probably beeaxise of the physical
facilities available, the else of enrollments, geographic locations
and the purposes of the institutions.
1
The criteria set forth at the Jackson's Min Conference states
that each department of Health, Physical Education and Recreation
should have written philosophies and objectives.
1 ^
The Athletie Institute, National Conference on Undergraduate
Professional Preparation in Health, Physical Education and Recreation,
(Jackson's Mill), Chicago, l^i^}, p. 38.
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TABIE 3
PHIIDSOPHr, AND/OR OBJECTIVES OF THE HEALTH, PHTSICAl








Fromots and Maintain Student Health, Physically,
Mentally and Socially 32
Philosophy of Depariaieat of Health, Physical Edu¬
cation and Recreation inferred in Philosophy as
Expressed for the Institution
1, Education for Effectire Cltlsenship
2« Concern for Total Veil-being of the In-
dlTidual and Group 30 88
To Provide Experiences for Teachers That Will
Enable Them to Understand School Health Pro¬
grams in Modem Education 23 68
To Provides Organic Davelopment, Emotional
Development, Social Development, Intellec¬
tual Development, Neuro-Huseular Skills in
Students 20 61
To Provide Professional Training for Pre-
Service and In-Service Teachers of the Elemen¬
tary and Secondary Schools in the Area of
Health, and Physical E<kieation 17 50
Maintain and Increase Physical Fitness 15 hk
To Increase Health Knowledge and Formation
of Proper Attitudes lU U
To Make Students Aware of the Scientific Method
in the Promotion of a Program in Health, Phy¬
sical Education and Recreation 13 38
To Aid in the Development of Methods and Tech¬
niques for the Pre-Service Health Training for
Teachers 10 29
To Provide Experiences in Sames, Sports, and
Activities, That Would Contribute Toward Vise




Philosophy And ObJeetlTes Of Per Cent
Responses
To Prepare Leaders in the Field of
Recreation 3 9
To Prepare Specialised Teachers* and
Saperrlsors of Health and Physical
Education; Athletic and Recreational
Leaders 2 6
That the Laws of Health are as Livinely
Originated as is the Decalogue 1 3
TABIE It
PREPARATION OF MEMBERS OF THE HEALTH STAFF







Counselors cians Nurses Total
Doctor of
Philosophy 3 18 1 1 23
Master of
Arts 23 35 2 60
Education 3 3 2 1 U
Science 2 30 1 5 38
Bachelor of
Arts 1 1 2 It






Only twelve of the colleges in this study meet this criteria.
To this extent the majority of these colleges may not be said to be
meeting the criteria as identified in the literature.
Preparation of Faculty at the Colleges Included in This Study,-«»
Table U refers to the degrees held by the faculty of the Health,
Physical Education and Recreation Departments, Twenty-three hold
the Doctor of Philosophy degree; sixty, the Master of Arts degree;
eleven, the Master of Education degree; thirty-eight the Master of
Science degree; four, the Bachelor of Arts degree and twelve the
Bachelor of Science degree.
Forty-two physicians were identified as associated with the
orograms, one of which holds a Doctor of Philosophy degree. Eighty-
seven registered nurses were Included in the program; of this number
three hold the Master of Education degree and five the Master of
Science degree.
The data indicated that these colleges meet the criteria, to
some extent, pertaining to qualifications recommended by various
professional organizations, in employing its faculty and staff.
It has been recommended by the Committee on Professional Edu-
1
cation of the American Public Health Association that physicians and
dentists employed by institutions should meet and exceed the qualifications
set by their professional organizations. Likewise, the nurses employed
1 ^ ^
American Public Health Association, Committee on Professional
Education, "Educational Qualifications of School Physicians," Journal
American Public Health Association, XLIIlCJanuary, 1953), p. 10,
should neat and exeead thosa raconmtended by the Anarlean Narses
1
Assoeiatitm. To sane axtenty these oollagas do conform to these
raeoimnendatlons •
Standards for Teaching Loads at the Colleges Included In the
Stud7«"»Table 5 shows that the average nunber of teaching hours, per
week, ranged frcnaitvelTe to twentjofive. FLft7<-slx per cent of the
respondents indicated that teaching loads were consistent with prac¬
tices and standards of state and regional accrediting associations.
FlftT-three per cent of the responses showed that teaching loads were
based on research assignments, official committee duties and other
professional serviees. Nine respondents indicated that this applied
only to coaches in their situations. Fortj-seven per cent of the
respondents reported that snail enrollments (2$ students or less) were
encouraged or permitted in classes involving individual projects and
research.
In fortj-one per cent of the institutions studied the adolnlstra-
tive heads of healtii, physical education and recreation departments
have teaching loads based on the nature and extent of their acfalnistra-
tlve duties. Twenty-six per cent of the respondents indicated that
college supervisors of student teachers of health, physical education
and recreation had teaching loads based on the number of student
teachers, distance traveled and the number of centers used.
1
American Nurses Association, Functions, Standards and Qualifi¬
cations for School Nurses. New Xorkt Association tresa, 1^^^, p. 16.
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TABIE 5
STANDARDS FOR TEACHINQ LOADS OF HEAUH STAFF
MEMBERS AT THTETT-FOUR NEGRO COLLEGES





Hours Tau^t Per Week
Arerage Teaching






Teaching Loads Consistent Wltii Practices
and Standards of the State and Regional
Accrediting Association 19 56
Teaching Load Based on Research Assign¬
ments« Official ConDslttee Duties, and
Other Professional Serrlees 18 53
Classes Involving Individual IVojeots
and Research Having 25 Students or
Less 16 17
Administrative Heads Having Equated
Loads Based on Nature and Ex:tent of
Admiid-strative Duties lU la
College Supervisors of Student Teachers
Have Equated Loads Based on Number of
Students, Teachers, Distance Traveled,
and Number of Centers Used 9 26
50
Th« data indicates the teaching hours per week meet to s ome extent
accepted standards* The data also indicated that forty-four per cent
of teaching loads were not consistent with practices and standards of
state and regional accrediting associations. It also showed that forty-
seven per cent of the teaching loads are not based on the professional
services that a faculty member must perform. This indicates that the
professors of health, physical education and recreation are over-loaded
in most instances. This mi^t be due to the fact that twenty-one of the
thirty-four colleges studied were small (enrollment of I4OO-699)*
Student Personnel Servlees in Thirty-four Negro Colleges Included
in the Study.—Table 6 shows the student personnel servlees available
at the colleges included in the stuc^. The r espendents Indicated
that one hundred per cent of the colleges require health examinations
of all students as a basis for adnlsslon. One hundred per cent have
infirmary or hospital care for emergencies and illness of the student
population. One hundred per cent keep the students* health record on
file at the college, ^ifty-per cent auide use of the findings on the
health records to determine student participation in physical edu¬
cational and recreational programs. Twenty per cent of the colleges
offered special counseling services to assist students in appraisal
of potentialities, diagnosis of needs, and xemedial services.
The data indicates that these colleges operate from an
acceptable view point of health services, but do not include guidance
and counseling as part of the service, and fail to adequately utilise
their records in dealing with students.
library Facilities at Thirty-Four Negro Colleges.—Table 7 presents
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TABIZ 6
STUIENT PERSONNEL SER7ICES AT THIRTY-FOUR NEGRO






Colleges Requiring Health Examinations of
All Students at Entrance as a Basis of
Adnission 3U 100
Colleges Haying Inflrmar/ or Hospital
Senriees Ayallahle for Ill Students 3l» 100
Colleges Keeping Student Health Records
on File 3k 100
Health Examination Giyen hY Family Physician 17 50
Colleges Making Use of the Findings of Stu¬
dent Health Examination for Physical Edu¬
cation and Recreation Aetlyities 17 50
Colleges Requiring Health Examinations of
Other Students Annually lit la
Health Examination Giyen by School
Physiean 16 lt7
Colleges Haying Programs for the
Handicapped 8 23
Colleges Requiring Health Examinations
as a ^squir^nt for Graduation 7 21
Colleges Haying Special Counseling
Seryices to Assist Students in
Appraisal of Potentialities, Diagnosis
of Needs and Referral for Remedial
Seryices 7 20
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the llhrazy facilities provided at the colleges included in the study.
One hundred per cent of the respondents indicated that the library
facilities have met state or regional accrediting association re¬
quirements. One hundred per cent of the colleges hsTe library buildinge
that are veil Tentllated, lighted^ heated, c<miiforteble and conducive
to study. Fifty nine respondents reported that these libraries showed
evidence that the materials available were being used by the students.
This data indicates that the colleges, according to the testimony
of these respondents, have adequate library facilities. However, it
is equally true that most colleges for Negroes do not have library
holdings which are ccmmensurate with the needs of their students, as
most colleges tend to meet the minimum requirements in library holdings.
Professional Laboratory Experiences Provided by the Thirty-Four
Colleges Included in the Study.—One hundred per cent of the respondents
indicated that provisions are made for all teachers to observe and
practice-teach in actual teaching situations. However, only one, or
three per cent of the colleges make provisions for specialized teachers
of Health, Physical Education and Recreation, to participate in all
of the activities expected of a full time Health, Physical Education
or Recreation teacher. The colleges offer a four and one-half year
program for teachers of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
Four yeans ire devoted to course studies and physical education and
recreational activities. One semester, the student teacher does his
apprentieeshlp in a secondary or elementary school that offers a
program in Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
Five respondents indicated that the practice centers were over¬
crowded because two local colleges used the facilities available.
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TABIE 7
LIBRART FACinilES PR07IIED AT THIETT-POUR HEGRO






library Buildlnga Veil-Ventilated, Heated,
lighted, Comfortabla and CondusiYe to
Study 3h 100
library ApproTed by State or Regional
Accrediting Association 3h 100
library Shows Eridenee That Materials
are Being Used by Students 20 59
library Operated by Qualified Per¬
sonnel 18 53
library Contains Adequate Equipment
Facilities 17 50
library Contains Itiltl-Sensory Aids 12 35
library Contains Adequate Research
Materials 10 29
library Contains a BiTersity of Books
and Other Resources in all Areas of
Professionalised Education, and in




PROFESSIONAL LABORATORY EXPERIENCES PROFIIED AT THIRTT-






Colleges ProTiding Student Teachers Oppoiv
tunities to Obserre and Practice Teach 3h 100
College Supervisors of Student Teachers
Check Student Obserrations and Teaching
in Practice Situations 18 53
College Health Instructors Work With
Training Teacher in Grading Student Teacher 15 hk
Colleges Evidencing Con4}lete Cooperation
Between the Teacher Education Program and
the Practice School in all Hatters Having
to do With the On-Thtf-Job Professional
Experiences Provicted Student Teachers 18 53
Colleges Presenting Student Teachers
Opportunities to Observe and Participate
in Filling out Health Records and Giving
Health Tests (Tislon, Weighing and
Meastiring, etc.) 6 18
Colleges Presenting Student Teachers
Oppoirtunities to Teach Healthy Physical
E<kestlon or Recreation on Different
Grade Levels 1 3
College Presenting Student Teachers 0p>
portunitles to Observe Health Teaching in
Rural Schools 1 3
College Health Instructors Inform the
Training Teacher of Health Topics Covered
in College Classes by the Student Teachers 1 3
Colleges Presenting Student Teachers Op¬
portunities to Participate in all Activi¬
ties Expected of a Full-Time Health Teacher
Relative to the Basie Areas of Health Programs 1 3
35
The data seemed to indicate that the professional laboratory
experiences offered student teachers of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation are inadequate*
Only one college met the recommendations of the Jackson's
1
Mill Conference in this area.
The data indicated that the colleges need to make improTements
in this area of the program. It would seem to indicate that centers
liot in the immediate Tioinity of the colleges should be utilised*
Instructional Patterns at the Thirty-Four Colleges Included in
the Study*«-»Table 9 presents the instructional patterns at the colleges*
This Table is wery detailed and should be studied for a ecmqslete picture
of the patterns*
One hundred per cent of the institutions offer a program of at
least four years in the basic arts and sciences* All the colleges
train teachers for elementary and secondary schools, fifteen, or
forty-four per cent offer majors in Physical Education} four, or
twelve per cent offer majors in Health Education and nine, or twenty-
seven per cent offer minor programs in the area of health and physical
education. None offer programs in recreation education.
The data indicated that the institutions offer the background
courses necessary for effective teacher training in health, physical
education and recreation. It also Indiestes that fifteen of these
colleges offer courses that meet state ceirtlflcatlon requlx^ments for
physical education teachers. Four colleges offer courses that meet
state certification requirements for health education teachers.
Fifty-nine per cent of the respondents reported that the colleges
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TABLE 9
INSTRUCTIOHAL PATTEKfS AT THIRTT-FOUR HEGRO COHECES






Institutions Offering a Full Program for
At least Four Tears in the Basle Arts and
Sciences 3U
Institutions Haring an Officially Adopted
Policy Statement That Teacher Education is
One of the Major Objectires 3U
Institutions Haring Internal Organization
That Assures the Maintenance of High Standards
and Constant Effort to Improre Teacher Edu¬
cation Programs
Institutions Haring for its Teacher Edu¬
cation Program a list of Objectires to be
Achlered in General Education, Academic
Specialization, and Encouraged in its
Candidates for the Teaching Profession 3it
Institutions Presenting Eridence That the
Preparation of Teachers is a Responsibility
Shared by all Departments
Institutions Prorlding Experiences and
Knowledge of Health Instruction, Health
Serriees, Healthful School Enrironment,
and Physical Education and Recreation 33
Institutions Haring a Health Conmittee
That Plans College Health Program 20
Institutions Possessing Instructional
Prorislons, Guidance Facilities and
Eraluatlon Machinery to Achieve the

















Institutions Having a Central Office>
igenc7« or Group Vested With the
Authority and Responsibility to Approve
Teacher Education Curricula, and Vhich
Would Certify to the State Department of
Education Whenever a Student Has Ccaapleted
an Approved Program 17 50
Institutions Offering a Major Program in
Physical Education 15
Institutions Presenting Evidence That a
Continuing Effort to Include Publls School
Teachers and Adninlstrators in Planning
and Evaluation of the Teacher Education
Program is Being Made 13 38
Institutions Offering a Minor Program in
Health Education 8 2k
Institutions Having a Minor Program in
Iliyslcal Education 7 21
Institutions Offering Minor Programs in
Special Education 6 18
Institutions Offering a Major Program in
Health Education h 12
Institutions Offering Minor Programs in
Safety Education 3 9
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had a Health* Physical Edacation and Recreation Adriaory CoBBoittee
ehich helped to plan the departments program. This is one of the
1
adninistrative devices reccannended by the Jackson's Mill Conference
to unify the Health* Iliyslcal Education and Recreation departments
with the other departments of the institution.
It can be said* on the basis of this data* that the programs
provided do not meet the criteria of the various conferences* hence*
these programs* as reported* may not be regarded as adequate for trains
ing teachers in any of the areas under consideration*
Physical Facilities Available at the Thirty-Four Colleges Included
in the 5tudy.«~Table 10 presents the proviaions available for the
training of teachers of Health* Physical Education and Recreation.
Sixty-five per cent of the colleges have gymnasiums on the campus or
iimoedlately accessible. Sixteen* or forty-seven per cent have sirlmning
pools on the campus or Immediately accessible. These pools are main¬
tained with sanitary provisions* for mater safety and other health
safeguards. One large college reported that it used the city pool.
The data indicated that the physical facilities at the doUeges
do not meet accepted standards. It further indicated that some pro¬
visions have been made at the colleges for health and safety classes
as well as for scheduling physical and health education classes.
The data showed sanitary drinking facilities* sanitary toilets and
lavatory facilities were available in all colleges*
Generally* it cannot be said that the physical facilities in
these institutions are adequate*
3—
Athletic Institute* op. cit«* p. 3*
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1AB1S 10
PHYSICAL FACILITIES AT THE THIETT-POUR NEGRO COUZGES






Sanitaxy Drinking Facilities, Sanitary
Toilets, and laTatory Facilities ProTided
in All Buildings 3U 100
Adequate bating. Ventilation, Lighting,
Sanitation, and Other Health Requirements
Met in all Buildings 32 9k
Flooring of Appropriate Materials, Satis-
factorily Finished and Provide for the
Sanitary Maintenance 27 79
Rooms Provided for Scheduled Physical
and Health Classes 23 68
Adequate System of Replacement for
Expendable Equipment Provided 20 59
Provisions Made for Use of Audio-
Visual Materials 23 68
Gymnasiums Provided on Campus, or
I^miediately Accessible 22 65
Materials and Supplies Provided for
the Sanitary and Efficient Maintenance
of the Gymnasium 22 65
First Aid Materials are Available 21 61
Testing and Evaluative Devices Are Avail¬
able 20 59
Rooms Provided for Health and Safety
Education Classes, Equipped With Furni¬




Physical Facilities Of Per Cent
Responeea
The Outdoor Area Laid Out for a Variety
of AetiYlties 18 53
Storage Space ProTided for Models» Sxhibita,
Charts« and Other Instructional Materials 17 50
Adequate Quantity and Quality of Permanent
Equipment Sufficient to Justify the Various
Course Offerings 17 50
Well l^uipped Locker Rooms and l^ower Area
Provided Including Provisions for Lockers
or Basket System, Cold Water With Temperature
Controls 16 k7
Apparatus Provided for Gynnastie Activities 15 hk
A Stfismiing Pool Provided, or Immediately
Accessible and Appropriately Maintained With
Sanitary Provision for Water, Safety and
Other Health Safeguards 15 hh
Equipment for Various Games Provided 15 hk
An Outdoor Area Provided, Adequate to Conduct
a Modern Program of Outdoor Pl^sloal Edu*
cation Activities 15 hU
Multi-Sensory Equlisaent is Available 13 38
Facilities and Equipment for Corrective
Work Provided 7 21
CHAPTER III
SOMMARI, CONCDTSIONS, IMPUCATIONS FOR EmCATIONAL KNOWIEDGE
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Rationale.—Health programs involve four basic areas:
school health services, healthful school environment, health
Instruction, and physical and recreational education. Programs
designed to prepare teachers In the area of health should pro¬
vide experiences, at the college level, idilch vlU contribute to
development of competency in these broad areas.
To achieve ocmipetency In health services, healthful school
environment and health Instruction the college should provide oppor¬
tunities for students to have experiences vhlch will develop
knowledge, skills and concomitant habits, attitudes, and ideals
necessary to meet present and probable future health needs of
children and youth. Health experiences in the elementary and
secondary schools are provided iniwo ways; in conjunction with
other subject-matter fields, and through separate courses in
health. In either Instance, these experiences are centered around
health problems of the Individual and society, and should be pre¬
sented In situations ^dilch are meaningful to pupils.
The physical and recreational program should consist of
those courses and activities which are designed to help meet the
physical and recreational needs of children and youth. The com¬
prehensive goals of the program should emphasize the mental.
la
emotionaly and social aspects of living, as well as the physical
developmental aspects necessary for a happy and productive life.
Immediate goals of the program should emphasise the development
of agility, strength, skill and endurance. These are attained
through participation in physical activities that will lead to
the development of strong, well-poised, organically sound bodies;
through participation in a variety of physical activities, and
throu^ experiences designed to develop knowledge, understanding,
habits, attitudes and Ideals necessary to maintain physical and
mental health.
The basic approach to provide all teachers with the back¬
ground of understanding and appreciation of a total school health
program is the program as it actually operates In an institution
of higher education. Unfortunately, many institutions of higher
education operate their school-health programs from the viewpoint
of health services; however, environment, health instruction, and
the program of physical and recreational education are also in¬
timate aspects of the total program of health. Prospective
teachers, and other students, should have opportunities to learn
about a health program while in college by participating In a
college health program idilch is especially designed to provide
them with educative experiences In all aspects of a total health
program; this means guidance and other services, a healthful
college environment, an adequate program of physical education
and recreation, and health education of the kind Identified
above. Colleges should, therefore, look at their total health
program In these terms, and go beyond the provision of health
services toward the position taken and identified in the above
items.
Evolution of the Problem.—This problem evolved from read¬
ing and class discussions of the November 1955* Survey of Health
1
Programs at Colleges in the United Stated in a University Sunaner
Health Class for Teachers. The results of this survey showed that
far too many teachers are poorly prepared for their role. This
writer became interested in this report and wondered what the
Negro colleges were doing in preparing prospective teachers in the
area of health.
Investigating the problem further, the writer discovered
that the Negro College Health Committee in their annual reports which
2
were published in the Journal of Negro Education set up criteria
for the evaluation of College Health Programs in Negro colleges.
3
The reports from the Jackson’s Mill Conference set up criteria
for the evaluation of college and university health programs in
1
United States Office of Education, Survey of Health Pro¬
grams at Colleges in the United States. (Washington: U. S. l^rintlng
office, 1955)* pp. 1-Uh.
2
Negro College Health Committee, Journal of Negro Education,
(Washington, D. C,, Howard University Press, 19Ul), Vol, IV, pp. 39-1*3.
3
Reports of National Conference on Undergraduate Professional
Preparation in Health Education, PhysicalJ^ducation and Recreation,
(Jackson’s Mill, Weston, West Virginia), Chicago: Athletic Institute,
191:8, pp. 1-1*0.
lilt
the United States. This writer was unable to find recent infor>
mation ascertaining the degree to which Negro colleges, that train
teachers, met the criteria set up by these health groups.
Contribution to Educational Knowledge and Practice.—The
information and data gathered and interpreted in this study will
be of value to those Interested in improving college health
programs for teachers of Health, Hiysical Education and Recreation.
The study will provide historical information showing the
degree to which Negro colleges have adopted their programs of
Health, Physical Education and Recreation to meet changing needs.
The findings may also serve to point out strengths and
weaknesses in Negro college health programs.
Statement of the Problem.—-The problem of this study was
to ascertain the present status of college programs for the train¬
ing of Negro teachers of Health, Physical Education and Recreation/
Definition of Terms.—For Idle purpose of clarity, certain
terms used in this study have been defined as follows s
1. "Health" is a state of ccanplete physical, mental and
social well-being, and not merelly the absence of
disease or infirmity.^
2. "Health education" or "health instruction" is the transla¬
tion of what is known about health into desirable
individual and community behavior patterns by means of
the educational process.
3. "Physical education" is education by means of physical
activities. It is concerned with the big-muscle activi¬
ties and related factors which Influence the develop¬
ment of the child and the physical and social efficiency
of the adult.
li. "Recreation" is a major force in developing social
well-being. It is an essential process molding indi¬
vidual personalities and cresting abundant ccmimunity living.
Vorld Health Organization, Report of the Conwittee on Tepd-
nology in School Health Education."|[New lorkt liolumbia University,
p. 1.
5. "School health services" are the school procedures
which are established to appraise the health status
of pupils and school personnel; counsel pupils^ parents,
and other persons involved, concerning appraisal
findings; encourage the correction of remedial defects;
help plan for the health care and education of handi¬
capped children; help prevent and control disease;
provide emergenc7 care for the sick and injured*
6. "Healthful school environment" include "provision of a
safe and healthful environment, the organization of a
healthful'day, and the establishment of Interpersonal
relationships favorable to emotional, social, and
physical health,"^
Limitation of the Study,—This study will be confined to
the Negro colleges in the United States that train teachers*
Locale and Period of Stu^*—^The research procedures in¬
cident to this study was conducted frota Atlanta University,
Atlanta, Georgia, during the smmmer of the 1SS9 dchool year*
Purpose of the Study*—The major purpose of this study
is to ascertain the extent to which the college programs for
training Negro teachers of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation conform to acceptable criteria for the evaluation of
such college programs as to:
1, Philosophy and objectives
2* Preparation of the faculty
3. Teaching load
U. Student personnel services
5* library holdings
American Association for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, "Eeprot of the Consnittee on Terminology in School
Health Education," Journal of the American Association for Health,
Physical Education and ^creation, (Washington: Association Press,
September 1951), pp* 2-8*
US
6. Provisions for professional laboratory experiences
7. Instructional patterns
8. Physical facilities
Method of Research.—The Descriptive-Survey method of
research, employing the techniques of the questionnaire was used
to gather the necessary data for the completion of this study.
Subjects and Instruments.—The subjects in this study were
Negro colleges in the United States thst train teachers.
The material which was used to gather the data for this
research was a specifically designed questionnaire based on
certain criteria set up by the American Association for Health,
Physical Education and ^creation, and the Negro College Health
Committee. This questionnaire was designed and validated under
the direction of the Advisory staff members of the School of
Education, Atlanta University, Atlanta, Georgia.
Procedure.—The procedural steps used in the conduct of
this study were as follows:
1. A review and summation of the related literature per¬
tinent to this research and its presentation in this
final thesis copy.
2. A specifically designed questionnaire was constructed
and validated under the supervision of members of the
advisory thesis ccmvraittee, faculty. School of Education,
Atlanta University, and sent to the subjects.
3. The questionnaires were tabulated and responses classi¬
fied according to the problem and purposes of this
study.
1|. The data derived from the questionnaires was organized
into appropriate tables and treated statistically.
The findings, conclusions, implications and recommen¬
dations derived from the anal^ls and interpretation
of the data constitute the content of this thesis copy.
1+7
Summary of Related Literature.—The literature pertinent
to this research is summarized under three captions, namely: (l)
historical development of health programs; (2) views on modern
college health programs; and (3) studies of the development of
health programs in Negro colleges.
Historical Development of Health Programs.—Historically
the Greeks and the Romans were the first to give physical edu¬
cation an important place. It formed a major part of their
educational program, and its utilitarian value in times of war
was beyond question. Many of the present philosophical ideas
1
controlling our modern programs date back to this early era.
The program in America has been affected by foreign pro¬
grams of physical education. Beck, Follen and Ileber came over
frcmi Germany and introduced "German" gymnastics; Nisson and Posse
brought with them the ling System of Sweden; esthetic dancing,
esthetic gymnastics, physical culture, physchophysical culture,
harmonic gymnastics and breathing all tried for a place.
"It began in the Universities and landed in the elementary schools,"
2
said Nellson.
The years frcrni 1850 to World War I saw great expansion in
education and public health; several developments took place
that have had a direct bearing on college health programs today.
P. Neilson and Winifred Hagen, Physical Education for
Schools, (New York: A, S. Bames & Company, 1950)^ p. 13.
2
Ibid., p. 1.
Ruth Grout describes these developnents as follows:
Among the most significant developnents in school
curriculum planning was the introduction into this countrj
of the educational theories of Rousseau, Pestalozzi,
Froebel and Herbart. Education up to this time had been
largely a system for the transmission of knowledge. In
theory and gradually in practice, it now sou^t to under¬
stand child needs and to meet these needs through suitable
educational methods.^
The teaching of physiology and hygiene was made mandatory
in many states, around l880 on the wave of a powerful propaganda
movement sponsored by the Tenq^erance interests. The basic pur¬
pose of this legislation was to require instruction on the effects
of alcohol and narcotics, but most of the laws were so worded
that this instruction became a part of a broader teaching pro-
„ 2
gram. School textbooks of this period reflect this movement.
Physical education was another development of major sig¬
nificance which began between 1880 and I89O. The early programs
stressed calisthenics to help counteract the effects of sendentary
life and to develop physical efficiency. The result was:
By 1910, legislation for the inclusion of instruction in
physical education in schools had become widespread. Many laws
specified the teaching of health habits.
Physical educators united to form a professional association
in 1885. This groi^ has taken an increasing interest in health
1
Ruth Grout, Health Teaching in Schools, (Philadelphia:
W. B, Saunders Company, p. 2.
2
American Association for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, Fit To Teach. (Washington: Association Press, 1957)»
p. 7.
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education. In 1937 the ibieriean Ph7slcal Education Association
became a department of the National Education Association under
the name of the American Association for Health, Physical Edu-'
cation and Recreation.
Other programs initiated during this period that have helped
to further the scope of college health programs include the school
lunch program, safety education and programs dealing with emo-
1
tional health needs. Special emphasis was placed on the
Views on Modern College Health Programs.—In 191^3 the
United States Office of Education formed a Committee on War¬
time Health Programs i^ich, produced the publication. Physical
2
Fitness Through Health Education.
on the schools' responsibilities in helping youth become physi¬
cally and emotionally fit for the armed services, for industrial
and agriculture production and for community services.
In November, 19^$t * con^)lete national survey was made of
the extent of health, physical education and recreation prepara¬
tion for prospective teachers in colleges and universities.
Progress had occurred, but too many teachers were still poorly
3
prepared for their role in health education.
1 ‘
Sally L, Jean, Health Education, Some Factors In Its
Development. (Michigan: University Press, 19U6^, p. h.
Educational Policies Commission and American Association
for Health, Physical Education and Recreation, Health and Physical
Fitness For All American Children and Youth. (Washington, D.C.:
ll. S, Printing Press, 19145), p. l6.
3
American Association for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, loc. cit., p. 29.
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The national Interest in future space travel by man has
again given acceleration to college health programs for teachers*
The National Conference for Cooperation In Health Education made
the following recommendations concerning college programs for
teachers of Health, Physical Education and Recreation:
Standard I. The program for the training of teachers in the
area of health education should be an integral part of the total
program of teacher education in a college. The general toiM
of the institution, as manifested in its admihlstratlve, instruct
tiona, and student life practices should identify it clearly as
an appropriate institution for teacher education, and a program
of health education, physical education and recreation.
Standard II. The faculty members participating in a col¬
lege approved teacher education program should have scholarly
pxursuits and competency in their specialized fields.
Standard III. The teaching loads should be comparable to
those of staff members in other areas of the teacher education
program, consistent with reputable practices and the standards
of the state and regional accrediting associations.
Standard 17. The program diould include a centralized in¬
formation gathering procedure, drawn from a wide range of faculty
resources. Special counseling services should be available to
assist students in appraisal of potentialities, diagnosis of
needs and referral for remedial services.
Standard 7. It is assumed that a college which has been
approved by the state and regional accrediting association has
?1
met the general requirements for a library. However, teacher
education programs should go beyond the minimum requirements.
Standard VI. An approved program of college health makes
arrangements whereby college students may observe, teach and
share in the various activities and responsibilities commonly
experienced by teachers in the area of specialization. Campus
operated schools, off-campus schools, and non-school agencies may
provide facilities for the various phases of the program. There
should be evidence of complete cooperation between the teacher
education program and the cooperating school or agency in all
matters having to do with the program of on-the-job professional
experiences to be provided.
Standard VII. Each institution accepting teacher education
as a major purpose must have the authority and responsibility
to develop its own program, taking into consideration faculty
preparation, facilities, the needs of its students, the needs of
the state and coisnunlty, and the general nature of the Insti¬
tution,
Standard VIII, School surroundings should be beneficial
to learning and to the general welfare of youth. They should
provide the best there is for safe, comfortable and healthful
1
living.
Studies of the Development of College Health Programs in
Negro Colleges,—One of the earliest movements to improve Negro
I ^
Paul B, Comely, M.D,, "Development of Student Health
Programs in Negro Colleges and the National Health Association,"
College Health Review. (Washington: D, C,, Nov., Dec., 19U8),
Vol, 1^, pp. 1-8.
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college health programs was begun on January 21, 1935 when the
National Student Health Association was formed by Franklin 0,
Nichols, then field agent of the National Tuberculosis Association.
Through annual grants of six hundred dollars from the National
Tuberculosis Association, the first year three hundred dollars
were given, and for several years thereafter from the American
Social Hygiene Association in addition, the National Student
Health Association became the most influential organization in
America in Negro college health programs. The official bulletin
of the association. The College Health review, was published and
distributed to all the college presidents and Individuals in
health work in Negro colleges.
Dr, Paul B, Comely, became Executive Director of the
Association in the year 1937-1938. He visited twenty-five Negro
colleges with a total enrollment of twelve thousand students.
The presidents of the colleges visited were sent a complete report
with recommendations for improvements. By I9I48 a majority of the
Negro colleges had beencarefully inspected through personal
visitations by Association Personnel and Consultation with their
1
Health personnel.
In many places state and regional college health conferences
were organized and held with the cooperation of the Executive
Director. Eventually, the National Student Health Association
organized state college health units and appointed from its mem¬
bership state directors whose duty it was to organize state
i
Paul B, Comely, M.D,, "Development of Student Health Pro¬
grams in Negro Colleges and the National Health Association."
College Health Review, (Washington: D, C,, Nov,, Dec., 19U8),
Voi: 137 ppri-tn—
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wide meetings, and prepare annaul reports.which were read at the
national meetings.
The National Tuberculosis Association and the American
Social Hygiene Association contributed ten thousand and three
hundred dollars to college health programs through this organiza¬
tion. No consideration of Negro college health programs would
be complete without taking into account the vast influence
exercised by the National Student Health Association and its
1
Executive KLrector.
Michael J. Bent and Paul Jessen, made a five jrear study
of grade schools in the state of Tennessee, (1937). The primary
objective of this committee was to evolve a satisfactory course
of study in health education to be taught the teachers in train¬
ing at colleges in Tennessee. The purpose was to devise the
most effective means and methods of improving personal and com-
2
munity hygiene among Negroes.
It was due to the untiring efforts of Dr, Paul B. Comely
of Howard University assisted by the National Tuberculosis
Association that the First Regional Conference For Health Workers
in Colleges for Negroes was organized at Atlanta, Georgia, April
1939.
1
Clarence W. Davis, "Health Education Programs in Negro Col¬
leges and Universities," The Journal of NegroEducation. (Washington,
D. C.: Howard University, Summer 3949), Vol. XVIII, No. 3» p. )i09.
2
Michael J. Bent and Paul Jessen, ’'Outline of Syllabus for
the Teaching of Health Education in the Grade Schools of Tennessee,
(Nashville, 19UZ).
The facts at this conference revealed that although modem
science placed health first as a prerequisite to educational
proficiency and social well-being, health programs in Negro Col¬
leges were most inadequate. The money spent and the facilities pro¬
vided clearly indicated health had not risen to the paramount




The studies of V^att and English of the recreational and
leisure time needs of Negro youth in their geographical areas show
that recreational facilities are lacking and the needs of Negro
youth many.
U
The first study of any significance on Negro college
health programs was published in 1936 by Dr. Paul B. Comely of
Howard University. This study showed clearly the appalling lack
5
of adherence to standards in this Important field. i\galn in 19i^
he pointed out certain glaring lacks in health services and health
education in Negro colleges.
1
Jennie L. Douglass, The Status of Hygiene Teachers Teaching
Tn Colleges for Negroes. (Unpublished Thesis, Michigan University,
feiiO), p.
2
Rosaline Ella V^att, A Study of the Recreational Facilities
and leisure Time Needs of Negro Youth in Salisbury, North Carolina.
(Unpublished Master of Arts feesis. School of Social Work, Atlanta
University, 19^8).
3
Mary Agnes English, Recreational Needs and Interests of One-
Hundred and Twenty-Five Students in Chsrlton-Pollard High School,~
Beaumont, Texas. (Unpublished Master of Arts Thesis, School ot
Social Work, Atlanta University, 1950).
^Paul B. Comely, "Administration of Health Education and
Health Supei^lsion in Negro Colleges," African Journal of Public
Health. (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 1936), Vol. 26, p. U96.
^Paul B. Comely, "The Status of Student Health Programs in
Negro Colleges, 1^38-1939," Research Quarterly. (Washington, D.C.i
March 19iiD), Vol. 12, p, 20.
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Interpretation of Related literature,—The interpretation
of the literature pertinent to this stu<fy is reflected in the
ccMtnents that follow?
1. The Greeks and the Romans were the first to realize the
importance of Physical Education as part of the educational
system. Many of the philosophical ideas controlling
our modern health programs date badk to this eras.
2. Health programs in the United States from l850 to
World War I was craicemed with hygiene and physiology.
Physical Education programs stressed calisthenics
to help counteract the effects of sedentary life.
3. World War II was responsible for the acceleration of
health programs in colleges. A National survey was
made to determine the extent of Health, Physical Edu¬
cation and Recreation preparation of prospective teachers.
Conferences were held and recommendations made. Atten¬
tion was given to the need for recreation education.
1^. All of the studies made concerning health programs in
Negiro colleges revealed that the administration, or¬
ganization, supervision, health services, and recreation
Instruction are inadequate.
Summary of Findings.—The data included in the study were
collected from the questionnaires returned from thirty-four colleges
located in fourteen states. Analysis of the data revealed that:
1. Health programs are being placed under one administra¬
tive head, the majority being male,
2. Advisory Committees are assisting with the program
planning of the departments of Health, Physical Edu-
catlonaand Recreation.
3. The majority of the colleges Included in the study liad
student populations from four hundred to six hundred and
ninety-nine,
U. The philosophies of the departments of Health, Pl^sical
Education and Recreation were Inferred in the philoso¬
phy of the college. Two objectives appeared consistently
in the reported responses, namely: (a) ninety-four per
cent Included the promotion and maintenance of student
health, physically, mentally and socially, and (b)
eighty-eight per cent listed the objective of education
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for effective citizenship; and concern for the total
well-being of the individual and group,
5. The preparation of the members of the faculty in this
study compare favorably with the accepted standards
in the United States.
6. Teaching loads are consistent with accepted standards
and practices of state and 3regional accrediting
associations,
7. The data indicated that the teachers of Health,
Physical Education and Recreation are over loaded,
in terms of number of students.
8. The colleges require student health examinations as a
basis of admission to the college.
9. The area of special guidance counseling does not meet
accepted standards.
19. The majority of the colleges do not use their health
records in determining student participation in the
program.
11. library facilities are generally adequate, but library
holdings are inadequate.
12. The program of professional laboratory experiences
for pre-service teachers is inadequate in structure,
organization, administration, and supervision.13.The colleges stress physical education as a major, with
a very small aiinority operating programs for the train¬
ing of health teachers. None of the colleges provide
programs for training in recreation education.
lU. Generally, the colleges provide or have access to the
major facilities for such programs as a gymnasium and
maintain minimum health and safety standards. However,
all these colleges fail to adequately provide facili¬
ties or equipment regarded as essential to a modern
program of health, physical education, and recreation.
Conclusions.—The findings of this study justify the follow¬
ing conclusions:
1. Progress has been made to some extent for the training
of teachers of Health, Physical Education and Recreation,
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2. The colleges philosophies and obJectiTes vary con¬
siderably from their programs. Further^ the absence
of written specific statements in many colleges represents
a serious Indictment on the relatively highly trained
and academically qualified staffs.
3. Institutions are employing qualified faculty and staff
members in the area of Healthi Physical Education and
Recreation.
li. Teaching loads of professors of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation are too heavy to meet acceptable
criteria.
5. Student personnalsservices are weak in the area of
guidance counseling but they do offer other health
services for students.
6. The inadequate library holdings in these colleges
may reflect in inferior performance of their graduates.
7. The contradiction and inconsistency between the
avowed concern for health education, and the practice
of training for physical education reflects the con¬
fusion which emerges idien a program is structured
outside the context of a well-organized and stated
philosophical system.
8. Professional laboratory experiences for specialist in
Health, Physical Education are inadequate and do not
meet acceptable criteria.
9. These colleges cannot adequately train teachers in
their present liberal arts framework. The colleges
included in this stu^y all train teachers. They offer
four years in the basic arts and sciences. Fifteen
colleges offer special programs that meet state cer¬
tification requirements for physical education teachers.
Four colleges offer special programs that meet state
certification requirements for health education teachers.10.The physical facilities at the colleges Included in
this study inadequately meet accepted standards for
teaching health, physical education and recreation to
a certain extent. The indication seems to be that many
more facilities are needed for adequate programs.
Implications of the Study.—One general implication is
paramount in assessing the findings and conclusions of this studys
The administrators have sought to, or concentrated on.
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improving the faculty and related personnel, and upon building
or having access to the physical plant facilities to the
exclusion of improving the organization and structure of the
programs, or improvement of the general, professional, and
specialized education 3requisite to the preparation of competent
preservice teachers. The result has been that, while many of the
"trappings" of a good program are present, the basic ingredients
of such programs are absent in too many instances. A basic
implication is that these institutions are not ye* seriously
concerned with the training of teachers in these areas.
Recommendations.—The findings, conclusions and implications
suggest the following recommendations.
1. More studies should be made concerning college programs
for the training of teachers of Health, Physical Edu¬
cation and Recreation at the local levels.
2. The data suggested that these colleges should evaluate
their programs and improve them in consonance with the
recommendations of the Jackson's Mill Conference^ and
the Third National Conference on Health in Colleges.^
3. More Intermural activities should be organized on the
college campuses; along with more courses in the field
of recreation.
It. Improvements should be made in the professional
laboratory experiences provided specialized teachers of
Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
The Athletic Institute, National Conference on Undergraudate
Professional Preparation in Health, Physical Education and Recrea¬
tion. (Jackson's Mill, Chicago, I9I4.8), pp. l-Ut.
2
National Tuberculosis Association, Report of Third National
Conference on Health in Colleges. (New York, 19Ulj, pp. 1-133.
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5. Special guidance counseling should be offered all
students of Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
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BE: Health.Program J*or. Iha. Tiralning -Oi!.JiaacheraL Of Health,
Physical.Educatloo,. and Hecreatlon
FBOMt (Mrs.) Anna PearlsAtldJQaon.,..Bouta #l, . Box UU?, Cot^las-
rilleit Geor^a
I am a g;rad]aate.. student jat AtlantaJUnlYersity In the
School of .Edueatl(»u. My_thesla_aub3ect.ia: "The Present
Status of. .(ktllega Programa.for..tha-Xrainlng, of.JIe@ro. Teachers
of Pealj^ Pt^iea3^EdueatiQn.and. BecreatLon" •
Enclosed Is a,queatlQnnalre-irtiich..l,am sending., to the
various Negro -Teacher:..Tj;ainina JSollegeaLJJEU.the United.States
in. order to secureJiseded.data.for..th&.above subject*
I. would very much. appreclate..lt if. you would ccaq^lete
and retura.jthia. questionnaire. .as-soon.as possible in the
self>addresse<Lenvelope.which..X.have.enclosed for your con¬
venience*




Qaeatl0juiairA<>f>---checkll&t .lor..a-surv«3r of; .the present status
o£. College programs for. lIegro..teachez»> of. Healthy, Physical. Education
and. Recreation*. it..pro^aai„for„.the.„trainingj3£-.teachers_ of Health
Fhysical..£ducation. and Recreation should be. anJLnte^aJL.part of the
total, program, of Saachex Education in.a.college* Ihe general tone
of the -institutien»..ae.manifeated.ln.ita.ndministratlTe«..instruc.tional>
and.student. lifA_practiceB jBhonldddentifjr. it. olearly...aa,an appropriate
institution for Teacher Education^ ..and a pro^aa of Health Education*
To be approved for a program in Health Education* the institution
should meet all standards for the total Teacher.Education program*
Name of Colleget
Locatieni
Name and position of person reportingt
Sext Aget Marital Status i
Enrollment (1^58 - 1959)»
Totalt Kent Women >
Philosophy and obJecUves. of theHealth*^ physical Education and
Recreation Department»






This qu.estleimaire seeks to find, out jsbout. your JSealtb». Physical
Bdttcatlent and BecreatLon. program for prospectlTe teachers*
PART I
Directionst Please encircle the. correct answers*
Yes No. 1* Does your Institution offer a full pro^am for at least
four years In tha basic.Arts and Sciences?
Yes No 2* Is there an officially adopted policy statement that as¬
sures an Important, position for Teacher. Educatlonan ona
of the major objectives of the Institution?
Yes. No 3. Is there an Internal- organization, that, assures tbs main¬
tenance of hl^ standard^, and constant, effort to Improve
the Teacher Education pro^am?
Yes No k. Is there a list of objectives to be achieved in general
education and academic specl^^Llzatlon,-for the Teacher
Education program?
Yes No 5* Are there instructional previsions, guidance facilities,
and evalaa-U.on machinery, te. achieve the. objectives of the
Teacher Education progxam?
Yes No 6* Is there present, evidence that the preparation of teach¬
ers Is a responsibility shared,by all departments of the
Institution?
Yes No 7* Is there present, evidence of a continuing, effort to In¬
clude puUlc school, teachers, and administrators in plan-
nlng and evaluation of the Teacher Education program?
Yes No 8* Is there a central office, agency, or group vested with
the authority and responsibility to approve Teacher Edu-
jBatlon curricula, and which would certify to the State
Department of Education whenever a student has completed
an approved program?
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Tea No 2. Do classes vhlck lofolTe iondrldual proj^ects and research
have acre than tHent^-flve students?
Yes No Are. asslgDoents of Yacultj jaeinbers to do research^ serve
on official committees» and perform other professional
services. In addltion^ to regular ..classroom teaching^ eon>
sidered in evaluating, the .teaching load?
Yes No U* Do supexvisors of student teachers have equated loads based
on the nundaer of studsnts,..distance8 traveled, and nom»
ber of centers used?
Yes No 5»« Do Zlbrazy facilltlea. provide the follesingt
a* adequate research materials?
b* mnlti-sensorj aids?
e* equipment facilities?
d* a diversity of bocdcs and other resources in all
areas of prefessioiaallzed education^ total
school health program,, a collection of. current
terts, abundant, reference materials, periodicals
and shoir evidence that these materials are being
used by the students?























No 1* Is a health examlDatlen required of erezy student?
At entrance? Annually? Oraduation?
2* By shorn is tbe health examination given?
Family phraielan? School physician?
No 1* 3^ a record of this kept on file?
Where?
No U* Is use made of the findings, of -Uie examination?
No As to admisslen?
No As a basis for health instruction?
No As a basis for phjsical education courses?
He To encourage r«nedial treatment?
No To determine schedule load?
No. 5* Must defects be corrected in order tos
No Enter college?
No Pass health courses?
No Graduate?
No Secure placement?
No 6« Is a record of absences froa courses keptY
No 7* Are individual health records-kept for each pupil?
No 8* Is there a program, of physical education and recreation
for men?
No 9» Is mental hygiene included in your health sezvices?
By Idiom givens
No a. School physician?
No b* Psychology department?
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Tes Ho c. Psychiatrist?
Tes Ho d. Faculty counselor?
PART 17
Dlrec-tioxuit Please encircle the correct answers s
1. Are opportunities presented student teachers for tiie ob»
seiratlon and participation in ihe foUowingt
les Ho Vision Tests?
Yes Ho b* Heazlng Tests?
Yes Ho c« Weighing, and measuring?
Yes Ho d. Dental screening?
Yes .Ho e* School Health Suzreys?
Yes Ho f. PhysiceO. Education and Becreatienal Activities?
Yes Ho g* Filling out health cards?
Yes Ho h. Health teaching on.various grade levels?
Yes Ho 1. Bural school^health program?
Yes Ho Visits to htmoes of.children?
Yes Ho 1* To become acquaintejdvith i>arent87
Yes Ho 2« To learn of facilities for study?
Yes Ho 3« ^o learn of home environment?
2^ Does the. College Health. Instructor t
Yes Ho a* Check student observations and teaching in practice
school?
Yea Ho b. Wcurk .with tralning^teacher in grading student teacher?
Yes Ho e«. Infom the training teacher of health topics covered
in college, classes by the. student teacher?
Yes Ho d. Have conferences with .training, .teachers after observa¬
tion and practice teacbing.by. the student?
3. Is health instruction the responsibility of the department
oft
Yes No a. I^ysical Education?
Yes Ho b. Home Economics?
Yes He e. Science?
Yes No d. Health Education?
Yes No e. Others?
U* How raany hottrs are required £or gradaatioxL.or certiflcatioa
In the following courses s
a* Personal Health .
b« Conmunity Health"!".-' ' ' '
c* Methods of teaching health-.
d. OUiers &
Xes Ho. Does your college, cooperate wildi outside agencies in
carrying cut Its health program?
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6* With, which of the followings agencies do you cooperates
Tes Ho a* Federal Deparbnent of Health?
Yes No b. State Department of Health?
Yes No c* County. Department of Health?
Yes . No d. City Department of Health?
Yes No e* Others?
PART T



























Are ezpezlenees psrovlded stadent teachers which derelpp
ccaqpetencies in. the. following areass
Healthful living- for boys and girls?
Safe living for boys and girls?
Understanding.of. the personal,and environmental factors
affecting health?
The causes and prevention of disease?
The individual's, responsibility for. hiSL.own health and
safety and that of others?
Procedures to be used in emergencies^ sickness, and injury?
Skill in first aid?
Contributions, of personal appearance to mental health?
Skills useful in maintaining or improving one's appearance?
Physiological growth and development in relation to health¬
ful living?
Study of personality and adjustment to life conditions?
Study of factors affecting mental and emotional health?
Knowledge, understanding of heiredity and its sociological
iiq>licatlons?
Knowledge, understanding and.attitudes concerning health
necessary to effective group living?
Sex education, and satisfactory adjustments to and under¬
standing of marriage and family life?
Contributions, of temperance and moderation to healthful
living, personal happiness, and social usefulness?
Public health and professional services of the conaunity?
Knowledge and experience of normal, growth,and development
of boys and girls?
Development of motor skills (body mechanics of value to
growth and development)?
Interest and skill in individual and growth activities?
A variety of indoor, outdoor sports, games and athletic
activities?
Aquatic activities?
Dance and i±ythmie. activities?
Individual activities (archery, tumbling,, bowling,, gold, etc*)?
Combative activities CH^e8tling,,Fenclng,. etc*)?
Bod^ building and.corrective activities?
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Yes No 27*. Activities for the ph^rsleallT: .handicapped?
Intramural, activities?
Best and relaxation activities?
Canplng and outdoor activities?































Are rooms. providecL.for scheduled health and safety edu¬
cation classes, equipped with furniture adaptable to
individual and group activities?
Is storage space provldi^ for iao(tels, exhibits, charts
and other Instructional materials?
Are provisions made for use of audio-visual materlalsT
Is multi-setuory equipment available?
Are first aid materials available?
Are testing and evaluative devices available?
Are rooms provided for scheduled physical and health
education classes?
Is theare an outdoor area provided, adequate to conduct a
modem program of outdoor physical education activities}
and immediately accessible in vicinity to the gynnasium?
Are the gyanasium and outdoor area provided with sufficient
area to aee<»nmodate.exiatlng class sixes, suitably
surfaced and floored, with, seating facilities, protec¬
tive coverings, free of obstructions, and. safety hazards?
Is. the outdoor area laid out for a variety of activities?
Are there materials .and supplies provided for the sanitary
and efficient maintenance of the gynnasium?
Is. the. gymnasium, adequate for existing classes?
Is flooring.of. appropiriate materials, satisfactorily
finished and provided for the sanitary,maintenance of
floors?
Are adequate heating, .ventilation, lighting,, sanitation,
and other health requirements met?
.IsA swimming pool provided, or immediately accessible
and appropriately maintained with sanitary provision
for water, safety, and other health safeguards?
Are sanitary drinking facilities provided! sanitary
toilets and lavatoiry facilities?
Is apparatus provided for gymnastie activities?
Is the equipment for various games provided?
Are there facilities and equlp^nt for. corrective work?
Are well equipped looker vocn. and shower area provided!
including provisions for lockers or basket system,
cold water with temperature controls, floora maintained
and constructed to facilitate maintenance of sanitary
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Yes Ho 2U Is
Yes Ho •>CMCM Is -
Yes No •CM Are
conditions, looker and shower facilities for
visitors, soap and towels, benches In. locker rooms,
mirrors, and the like?
tiiere an adequate quantity and quality of permanent
equipment s^flclent to Justify the various course
offerings?
there an adequate systeia of replacement provided for
expendable equipment?
all facUltles,..^equipment, materials, supplies, and
the like maintained provided In sufficient sanitary
condition or quantity to exemplify an adequate adequate
Health, I^sical Education,, and Becreation program?
APPENEEX in
COLIEGES PARTICIPATING IN THE STODr
Alabama:
1. Alabama Agricultural and Mechanical College, Normal
2. Oaktfood College, Huntsville
3. ^uskegee Institute, Tuskegee
Arkansas:
li- Agricultural, Mechanical, Normal College, Pine Bluff
2. Philander Smith College, Little Rock
Ebrida:
1. Bethune-Cookman, Daytona Beach
2. Florida A. & M. University, Tallahassee
Georgia:
1, Albany State College, Albany
2, Fort Valley State College, Fort Valley
3, Morehouse College, Atlanta
k. Savannah State College, Savannah
Kentucky:
l, Kentucky State College, Frankford
Louisiana:
1. Grambling College, Grambling
2. Southern University, Baton Rouge
3. Xavier University, New Orleans
Maryland:




Missouri:1.Harris Teachers College, St. Louis
North Carolina:
1, Fayetteville State Teachers College, Fayetteville
2, North Carolina College, Durham
3, Shaw University, Raleigh
U. St. Augustine's College, Raleigih
Pennsylvania;
1. Lincoln University, Lincoln
South Carolina:
1. Benedict College, Columbia
2. Morris College, Sumter
3. South Carolina State College, Orangeburg
Tennessee:
1. Knoxville College, Knoxville
2. lene College, Jabkson
3. Lemoyne College, Memphis
Texas:
Mary Allen College, Crockett
2. San Antonio College, San Antonio
Virginia:
Hampton Institute, Hampton
2. Virginia Union University, Richmond
West Virginia:
1, West Virginia State College, Institute
